
STR Time to Most Recent Common Common 
Ancestor Calculations 

An STR result consists of a string of numbers, one for each marker, and a prediction of the 
haplotype that would result from a Y-chromosome SNP test. Each of the markers has a 
name, such as DYS19. The associated number is the number of Short Tandem Repeats at 
that location, and is typically between 8 and 30.   
The objective of STR tests is to compare results to determine if the persons tested are 
sufficiently matched to have a recent common ancestor. When two STR results are 
compared the number of markers with different values are counted. This number is known 
as the genetic difference. For example, the only difference between my profile and that of 
my genetic cousin Clive is that at marker DYS458 I have 16 repeats and he has 17, so our 
genetic distance is 1. Most results are either clear matches, with a genetic distance of 5 or 
less from another result, or a mismatch with a genetic distance of 9 or more from all other 
results. 
The genetic distance is used in conjunction with mutation rates to calculate the number of 
generations since a common ancestor lived. These are called Time to Most Recent 
Common Ancestor (TMRCA) calculations.  
To put mutation rates into perspective, a marker with a mutation rate of 0.3% will, on 
average, change its number of repeats once in every 333 transmissions of the marker from 
father to son. If there are 33 markers with the same mutation rate, a change should occur 
in one of those markers, on average once in every 10 transmissions of the Y-chromosome 
from father to son. This is one mutation in 10 generations, or if a man had 10 sons, one 
son would have a mutation at one location.  
For many markers there is also documentation on the frequency at which each possible 
result occurs. Each possible value is known as an allele. Each allele will occur at a 
different frequency.  A match with an allele that has a low frequency may be particularly 
significant. See my Mutations Table for details and sources on mutation rates, and allele 
distributions. 
TMRCA calculations produce a range of probabilities for the time to the most recent 
common ancestor. For those of you with no background in statistics here is a (hopefully) 
simple explanation. Suppose I have a bag containing 500 balls, of which 50 are blue and 
the rest red. I now select 10 balls at random. What are the chances of me getting 1 blue 
ball? If I kept repeating the test I should get 1 blue ball more frequently than any other 
result, but on occasions I will get no blue balls, and on other occasions two, three, or rarely 
even more blue balls. By repeating the test many times the frequency of each result can 
be determined and plotted on a graph. 
This will tell me what are the chances (the probability) of any given test returning just one 
blue ball, or any other number of blue balls. Of course there are mathematical formulae to 
work out the results without having to keep testing it. 
So for any combination of the number of markers tested, the genetic distance, and the 
average mutation rate it is possible to calculate a probability curve for the number of 
generations to the most recent common ancestor. The curve would look like the one below 
with frequency on the vertical axis, and number of generations on the horizontal axis. The 
chart shows that two thirds of possible values lie within one standard deviation of the 
mean, and 95% within two standard deviations. Standard deviation is a calculation of the 
variability in the possible values. 
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If two results are from cousins who share a common ancestor five generations ago there 
are 10 Y-chromosome transmissions between them, five on each line, and this must be 
taken into account in the calculations. Time to Most Recent Common Ancestor (TMRCA) 
calculators have been developed to perform the calculation, and several are available on 
the web.  
The following table shows the probability for the number of generations to the most recent 
common ancestor given the genetic distance between 2 results on the Family Tree DNA 
37 marker test. 

For example I have a genetic distance of 4 from Mark. There is an 80% chance that our 
most recent common ancestor lived between 9 and 27 generations ago, with mean at 16 
generations (480 years). However there is still a 20% chance he lies outside these 
boundaries. 
This table, and similar tables for 2 DNA Heritage results, and the common marker set 
between DNA Heritage and Family Tree DNA results, can be found in the Mutations 
Table document on the Warburton website. 

Probability 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

Genetic Distance Generations to Most Recent Common Ancestor
0 1 1 2 5 8
1 2 3 6 9 13
2 4 6 9 13 18
3 6 9 13 17 23
4 9 12 16 22 27
5 11 15 20 26 32
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To convert generations into time it is necessary to multiply the number of generations by 
the average length of a generation. There are references to a generation being 20-25 
years but these are focussed on inheritance and the first born. In my own line the average 
of the last ten generations is over 37 years, with one of my ancestors being born when his 
father was 59 years old. There is probably considerable variation from line to line but I use 
an average of 35 years per generation to calculate the time to the most recent common 
ancestor. 
The number of repeats for a marker can change up or down, and occasionally by more 
than one. It could be that, due to these changes cancelling each other out, two people who 
are unrelated finish up with the same profile. The probability of a random match is low, but 
in a large population some random matches are inevitable. Therefore matches are only 
considered meaningful when there is additional evidence, such as a shared surname, to 
link two people. This is why most STR studies are surname studies, though there are 
some locational ones. 
Surnames were introduced around 12-1300 AD, when feudal estates needed them for 
record keeping. In fact it was nearly 700 years before my own birth that Sir Piers de Dutton 
built a manor house at Werberton and began to style himself de Werberton, At 35 years 
per generation this works out as 20 generations. Two modern day descendants of Sir Piers 
de Werberton would be 40 transmissions apart so we might expect a 37 marker test with a 
mutation rate of 0.36% to produce a genetic distance of slightly over four. 
STR results come with an estimate of your SNP based haplogroup, but they cannot 
identify your more recent SNPs.  My STR result indicated that I belong to haplogroup  R-
M269, which occurred about 4,500 years ago.. 

Expanding Y-Tree Twigs 
To date the Warburton DNA Project has has uncovered two large groups of matches 
across multiple clans, and a couple of smaller ones. One larger group is the Cheshire 
Group, believed to be descended from the original Warburtons who in turn are descended 
from the Norman Knight Odard de Dutton. The second large group is the Lancashire 
Group, which is located in the Haslingden-Bury area. It may be particularly appealing to 
overseas Warburtons to see if they can link to one of these groups and so establish their 
geographic origins more closely. 
I have produced haplotrees for the Cheshire Group, and the Lancashire Group that 
illustrate how the clans in these groups are related to each other. The haplotrees are 
extensions of the relevant Y-Tree twigs, and include known genealogical information, and 
the results of STR matches, and specific SNP tests not known to the Y-Tree developers. 
As an example, the one difference between my genetic cousin Clive and myself in our 
STR tests, is that he has 17 repeats at marker DYS458 and I have 16. Subsequent 
matching results have also had a value of 17, indicating that 17 is probably the original 
value and the mutation to 16 took place somewhere in my line.  
If we tested a new participant with whom I shared a more recent common ancestor, we 
could pinpoint where the change occurred more accurately, based on whether he had a 
value of 16, or 17.  Furthermore, if the new participant had a different change from me,  
any future clan member showing the same change would be closely related to him. See 
the example genetic family tree below (which is based on STR results). 

          Common Ancestor X 
                 |       =17      |  
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                 |                   |      
                 |                   |      
                 |        Common Ancestor Y      
                 |               |      =17       |      
                 |               |                   |         
                 |              # 17->16     @   new change      
                 |               |                   |          
           Clive             Me         New Participant 
            =17             =16       =17 + new change 

=17 or =16   the value of DYS458 
#   position of change from 17 to 16 (roughly: it could be anywhere between common 
ancestor Y and Me) 
@ rough position of new change 
Subsequently I have discovered my two unique SNPs, FGC17096, and A20340. Clive has 
tested for these SNPs but doesn’t have them, so these must also be specific to my line. 
Clive may have his own unique SNPs but he hasn’t done the Big Y test. 

Handling Grey Area Matches 
Some of my results for the Lancashire Group have a genetic distance which gave a low 
probability of a common ancestor in 25 generations, but were both more closely matched 
to a third result. They also share a low frequency allele for certain markers.  
An allele is one of the possible results for an STR marker, and for each marker there is a 
distribution curve showing the probability of each allele occurring. If a number of results 
show the same low probability alleles for certain markers, then the chances of a random 
match are reduced. This led me to include several matches in the Lancashire Group 
despite the genetic distance being larger than normal in some cases. 
Subsequent SNP testing has verified a number of these matches, but not all. They did all 
share SNP S6881 which dates between 445AD and 1184AD, and all but one shared much 
more recent SNPs implying a common Warburton ancestor. One however was on a 
completely different branch under S6881, headed by SNP A11377, which is dated between 
520AD and 1403AD. A common ancestor could have lived in the early years of the village 
of Warburton, which was founded in the 10th century. This would imply that two cousins 
from the village adopted the village name as their own independently. However a majority 
of instances of S6881 occur in Lancashire so it is also possible a non-paternal event 
occurred within the larger Warburton group. 
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